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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer network engineer has made configuration changes that
have resulted in some loss of connectivity. You have been
called in to evaluate a switch network and suggest resolutions
to the problems.

Which of statement is true regarding STP issue identified with
switches in the given topology?
A. Bpduguard configured on the New_Switch places the access
ports in error-disable
B. Rootguard configured on SW2 places the ports in root
inconsistent state
C. Loopguard configured on the New_Switch places the ports in
loop inconsistent state
D. Rootguard configured on SW1 places the ports in root
inconsistent state
Answer: C
Explanation:
On the new switch, we see that loopguard has been configured
with the "spanning-tree guard loop" command.
The loop guard feature makes additional checks. If BPDUs are

not received on a non- designated port, and loop guard is
enabled, that port is moved into the STP loop- inconsistent
blocking state, instead of the listening / learning /
forwarding state. Without the loop guard feature, the port
assumes the designated port role. The port moves to the STP
forwarding state and creates a loop.
Topic 3, Troubleshooting EIGRP

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
You are designing aggregations for a SQL Server Analysis
Services (SSAS) cube.
You need to ensure that every aggregation includes the Category
attribute.
Which option should you select? To answer, select the
appropriate option button in the
answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What does Redis provide?
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question
A. Value transformations
B. A Key-value cache and store
C. Ready-to-use hash tables
D. Support for various data structures
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your customer asks you about the Performance Pack. You explain
to him that a Performance Pack is a software acceleration
product which improves the performance of the Security Gateway.
There are two ways to enable or disable this acceleration. The
first one is to use the command cpconfig (see the Figure 1).
The second one is to use the command fwaccel on off (see the
Figure 2).
What is the difference between those two commands?
A. The command cpconfig works on the Security Platform only.
The command fwaccel can be used on all platforms.
B. The fwaccel command determines the default setting. The
command cpconfig can dynamically change the setting, but after
the reboot it reverts to the default setting.
C. The cpconfig command enables acceleration. The command
fwaccel can dynamically change the setting, but after the

reboot it reverts to the default setting.
D. Both commands have the same function.
Answer: C
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